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Food Task Force wants yearly
fee raised $58 for each student
By Murray Cody
With the current food service
contracted vendor ARA Slater
subject to an extension for
another year, ARA presented
material to the Food Service
Task Force, composed of a
Student Senate and residence
hall member from each of the
six state colleges, asking that
the yearly fee be raised $58 for
each student with a decrease in
service.

A wheel from the Ben-Hur chariot? A porcupine pizza? Not quite, but last
week's on again-off again blizzard resulted in a totally different attire for this
icecided hub cap. Photo by Kurt Clemmensen.

innovative education

service increase is inevitable,
although the amount is not set.
The question is how much the
students are willing to pay for
better service.
Legrid does not feel that the
increase is that much, because
she expected more.

people expected at a given
meal.
A number of other changes
were recommended by the state
colleges, such as a cut in the
number of desserts served,
from 6 to 3, a cutback in the
number of juices served at
breakfast and a uniform size for
steaks on special meal night.
MSC students recommended a
change in the number of entrees
served, to cut it from three to
two. A recommendation to
discontinue premium meal
night was thrown out.
The Task Force is designed as
a mechanism for student input.
Legrid feels the weight of their
recommendations will be equal
to that of the SCB. She says it
works very well and is a func
tional device for student input.

According to Legrid, the
decrease in service recom
mended by ARA is minor, with
Providing that the Task Force a reduction in the seconds
recommends the increase and provision. ARA claims they are
the Minnesota State College losing a lot of money with the
Board (SCB) approves it, current system of seconds. "I
housing and meal fees will cost imagine," she says, "we would
a double occupancy student$i05l have a greater increase in cost,
a year and $1,156 for single if we wanted it the same way."
occupancy, with expected room
The Task Force assures that
rate increases of from $80 to
it will not adopt a 10 or 15 meal
$120 a year yet to be added.
plan. Legrid claims that it does
Carol Legrid (so-Jamestown, not work at MSC with the higher
The Task Force is scheduled
ND), Moorhead State College cost involved and the food
to meet in St. Paul this Friday
Student Senate representative wasted, since food is prepared
(April 4) to develop a consensus
to the Task Force, says the food on the basis of the number of
of recommendations about the
contract. Sub-councils for
administrative and student
affairs are scheduled to meet
April 8, to review the Task
Force's recommendations. The
administrative staff will then
epoch that is thought to Ages, (3) 17th Century England, r e v i e w r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s
illuminate fundamental humhn (4) Late 19th and Early 20th between then and April 11.
issues regarding conflict and Century America, (5) The
As soon as possible after that
change," states Dille.
Present and (6) The Future.
The six modules he proposes Completion of the 3-quarter date, the Budget and Finance
are: (1) The Beginning of p r o g r a m w o u l d e a r n Committee, of the SCB, will
review the recommendations
Community, (2) The Middle
...Continued on Page 3
and attempt to resolve any
differences. Final approval is
left up to the SCB.

MSC participates in CILE project
By Lynnette Haug

Moorhead State College is one
of 23 higher education
institutions in the nation whose
proposals for innovative and
alternative approaches to
undergraduate
liberal
education have been chosen for
participation in the Change in
Liberal Education (CILE)
Project, a new national higher
education improvement
project. The project itself is
being financed with a $595,000
grant from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York. It is
basically designed to provide
traditional institutions with
assistance in developing and
putting into effect changes in
their undergraduate programs.
MSC and a private institution,
the College of St. Catherine ^n
St. Paul are the only two
Minnesota representatives that
have been accepted to
participate in the project. These
two colleges along with one
college in Ohio, MI, and Illinois
are the five single Midwest
representatives in CILE. The
other colleges selected are
either located in the East or far
West areas of the United States.
Francis J. Wuest, director of
CILE and former psychology
department chairman at St.
Louis University in Missouri,
cites three specific areas the
project will focus on: a)
alternatives to the academic
disciplines as the basis for
liberal learning, b) career
development and rewards for
faculty members who
participate in non-traditional
programs of undergraduate
education, and c) changes in the
organization of institutions that

will support and sustain
changes in liberal education.
Five Washington-based
educational associations
supporting the project are the
American Association of
Community and Junior
Colleges, the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities, the American
Association of University
Professors, the Association of
American Colleges, and the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
colleges. This is the first time
five national higher education
associations have joined in a
cooperative effort to influence
substantive problems of
undergradute liberal education.
PRESIDENT DILLE'S
PROPOSAL:
MSC's proposal for
alternatives in undergraduate
curricula is the only one that
was conceived, developed, and
written by a college president.
MSC President, Roland Dille,
who prepared the college's
proposal last May, says he did
so in direct response to an
invitation from the MSC
Faculty Senate asking him to
deal with current problems of
the MSC General Studies
Program.
Therefore,
Dille's written
proposal suggests the trial of a
new General Studies optional
program enabling 100 college
freshmen to devote their first
school year full-time to a
General Studies sequence of six
modules. "Each is to be an
integrated package of livinglearning experiences; each is to
be centered upon a particular

MPIRG begins campaign
to remain on campus

By Glenn Gullickson
Members of the Moorhead
State College chapter of the
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
started their campaign to stay
on campus last Monday (March
24). A resolution, supported by
the Student Senate, calls for the
organization to continue to
appear on quarterly tuition
and fee statements and pledges
that the local group will not
petition the student body again
for support.
Because of an agreement
between MPIRG and the
Minnesota State College Board,
local MPIRG groups have to
prove support from 50 per cent
of the student body each
quarter.
The MSC chapter fell short
Spring Quarter,collecting funds
from only 32 per cent. Sup
posedly this meant that the
group would have to petition the
student body next fall to continue as a recognized
organization.
New local MPIRG members

want to develop a separate
agreement with the Student
Senate and college ad
ministration. "We want to set
up a personal relationship with
our administration and Student
Senate," says local Chairperson
Diana Heyneker (jrMinneapolis).
Under the resolution the
method of collection would be
changed. Check-off boxes would
appear on tuition statements
with students required to mark
off whether or not they wanted
to donate. If they failed to mark
the bill cashiers would ask
students if they wanted to pay
the dollar.
"The student make a definite
choice," says MPIRG member
Cindy King (so-Litchfield) of
the proposal.
Currently MSC is supposed to
be operating under a negative
check-off system. All students
contribute the dollar unless they
specify otherwise. Cashiers are
not supposed to ask the students
whether or not they want to
donate.
...Continued on Page 5

The Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
organized a task force on room
rates which will meet on April
11 to consider a number erf
alternatives. Steven Hegranes
(sr-Moorhead), Task Force
head, says the consensus of the
group is to keep rates down and
keep essential services.

paging thru...
Ever wondered who dusts all
those books in Livingston Lord
Library? Well wonder no more,
it's Morris Marsten. Turn to
centerfold Pages 6 and 7 for
Part II of the Advocate's
people series.
If you think our national
recession is bad, you should
have been around for the Great
Depression. Next weekend's
Spring Quarter Theatre
production, "The Time of Your
Life," which is set during the
hard times of the 1930's, is
previewed on Page 8.
What do Karate, marriage
and the 600-year dash have in
common? Nothing unlessyour'e
MSC track star Dwight
Carlson. See Page 10 for some
insight into what makes this
guy run.
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events calendar
April 3-10
Art Exhibit: Catherine Mulligan, Sculpture— CA Art Gallery
Thursday, April 3
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreation Free Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. — Ombudsman Conference — Weld Auditorium
Friday, April 4
8 a.m.-3 p.m. — Mid-Winter Guidance Conference — CA Auditorium
8 a.m.-3 p.m. — PFY & Student Teaching Workshop — Comstock Union
6 p.m. —Track: MSC-Dakota Invitational — Nemzek Fieldhouse
6:30 p.m.
— Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7-9 p.m. — American Chemical Society — Hagen Auditorium
7 p.m. — Friday Night Film Club: Rain with Joan Crawford — Weld
Auditorium
Saturday, April 5
1 p.m. — Track: MSC Varsity —Alumni Meet — Nemzek Fieldhouse
1-5 p.m. — Student Recreation Free Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Monday, April 7
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreation Free Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — AAUW — Owens Lounge
8 p.m. — Regents Professors Lecture Series: Dr. H. E. Wright, topic —
"Changing Forest and Prairie In Minnesota Sincethe Ice Age" — CA Recital
Hall
Tuesday, April 8
4 p.m. — Association For Computing Machinery meeting, Flora Fr ick 264.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreation Free Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. — SUPB Special Lecturer: Ross Ralston topic — "Kennedy
Assassination" — Weld Auditorium
8:15 p.m. —Senior Voice Recital: William Sharpen — CA Recital Hall
Wednesday, April 9
10a.m. — Convocation: President Roland Dilletopic —"William Saroyan"
— Union Lunge
7-9 p.m. — Women's Free Rec. Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 and 9 p.m. — SUPB Film: Slaughterhouse- Five — Weld Auditorium

v

meetings calendar

authority to talk
on JFK killing
Sociologist - Criminologist
Ross F. Ralston will speak at a
convocation on "The Con
spiracy that Murdered
President Kennedy" at 8 p.m.
April 8 in Weld Hall Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Ralston, of the National
Committee to Investigate
Assassinations, has spent over
10 years investigating and
researching elements of the
assassination of President John
F. Kennedy. Considered one of
the foremost authorities on the
assassination, Ralston will give
a visual presentation of sup
pressed films and rare slides
which, along with diagrams,
eyewitness testimony, ballistics
evidence and commission
exhibits will reveal that a
conspiracy was at the heart of
the killing.
Working extensively in the
National Archives in
Washington, DC, as well a®
fr
m a n u n , nalston has
acquired not only documents
recently declassified, but also
extensive materials whose
source must remain
anonymous.
Ralston's presentation is
divided into four main areas: 1)
the proof that there was more
than one gunman; 2) the
reconstruction of the
assassination; 3) who was Lee
Harvey Oswald and what was
his role and 4) the cover-up.

Thursday, April 3
'
3-5 p.m. — Budget Committee— Union Room 226
4 p.m. — Parking and Safety Committee — Owens B
Friday, April 4
11:30a.m.-l :30p.m. —Graduate Studies Committee — Owens C
3 p.m. — Scholarship Commitee — Owens C
Monday, April 7
4 p.m. —General Studies Committee —Owens B
4p.m. — Student Senate — Union Senate Chambers
Tuesday, April 8
4 p.m. — Instructional Resour ces — Library Conference Room
4 p.m. — Council on Business Affairs — Owens C
4:30 p.m. — Comstock Union Committee — Room 226, Union
4:30 p.m. —Comstock Union Committee— Union Room 226
Wednesday, April 9
1 p.m. — Council on Student Affairs — Owens C
4 p.m. — Convocation and Performing Arts Committee — Owens C

Greathall

ENDING
For Service Call 235-2823from 7a.m.-ll p.m.
24 Hrs. Service, Wherever You Are!

Ill give you one good reason
for enrolling in the Army ROTC
Two Year Program in 1975...

1977
If you've got two years of college to go, here's an opportunity for self-improvement,
challenging activities, and dynamic career preparation for a civilian or military profession. y
The program begins this summer with a six-week Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
s
It's a tough camp but you'll begetting in shape, developing self-discipline and gaining /
a variety of experiences. You'll also be drawing pay and travel allowance and comto.
peting for a full scholarship while you look us over and decide on the program.
f ARMY ROTC
Veterans may qualify without the Basic Camp.
/
mt«TT
If you enroll, you begin classes in the fall with a $100 a month
//
FAT? CO
NT) cTRl n?
cash allowance while you earn your degree and an officer's commission.
Please senf&e thfdetiffls Sl&ft
,ht* Army ROTCTWYear Program
Want more reasons? Send in the attached coupon or call

/

237-757? Or 232-6U1U.

Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks.
/

/

City.

Zip

others Recor^ls Presents

SPECIAL GUEST STAR
Tickets Available

rds & Budget Music—Fargo

f

/ Mr

AL STEWART
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Dille's proposal (con't from P.l)
Program lacks coherence. Plan
B was designed to add unity to
General Studies, but most
students use Plan A which
allows a wider variety of
courses. "Students often tend to
choose courses because of a
certain hour or a favored
teacher, and not because of the
content of the class," says Dille.
His proposed General Studies
program would equally involve
all areas of education including
art, science, literature, and
history, with perhaps more
emphasis on the social sciences
and humanities.

participants 48 of their 64
required General Studies
credits.
"Students, fulfilling most of
their general education
requirements in a livinglearning setting of a year's
duration, will explore several
periods of cultural conflict,
investigating processes of
change and the social
interactions out of which
culture arises," proposes Dille.
"To understand an alien style of
thought, students will
reconstruct the past in both its
private and public dimensions,
studying relationships between
high culture and folk culture,
between public and personal
values, between society and its
artifacts and ideas, between
emotion and intellect in the
mental structure of an age."

Dille says there will be no
special requirements to take the
course; it will be offered to
mainly f reshmen and possibly
upperclassmen if it pertains to
their major. He feels the
proposal, if accepted by the
college, might be sufficiently
In the first module, students different to attract students to
would relive the creation nf MSC. This program must be
c o m m u n i t y a n d t h e approved by the General
organization of society by Studies Committee, the Counc il
spending two weeks in the
w i l d e r n e s s of n o r t h e r n
Minnesota. After a short period
alone, students would begin
moving together, forming very
small groups, to learn about the
Students, faculty and staff
natural impulse toward
community. In time, two members at Moorhead State
villages would combine and College are eligible for a free
face the problems of living blood pressure check next
together and organizing their week. Sponsored by Circle K
community. In a mere two and the MSC Health Advisory
weeks this wilderness period Committee, the service is being
will be an attempt to replicate made available for the first
t h o u s a n d s of y e a r s of time.
experience.
Two nurses and volunteers
Games and role-playing will
be an important part of this from Circle K and the Health
reconstruction of society and Advisory Committee will be
will enhance the reality of the conducting the check from 1student's roles. This outdoors 4:30 p.m. April 8-10 in Room 147
experience of living in tent of the Comstock Memorial
villages with limited facilities Union.
will suggest some aspects of the
If high blood pressure is
struggle for survival. In this
context, students will attempt to discovered, a slip will be filled
reproduce the beginnings of art, out to take to a doctor for
d r a m a , a n d r e l i g i o n t o further tests.
experience the natural
relationship between these
Applications are now being
developments and basic human accepted for the position of
needs and aspirations.
office manager at Dahl and
Neumaier Halls. Applications
The remaining segments of may be obtained from the
Dille's proposal would involve reception desks in those halls.
such subject areas as a study of Applicants should possess at
5th Century B.C. Greek culture least a 2.3 GPA, and preferably
and the nature of Athenian have had RA, deskworker, or
democracy; the Medieval comparable outside experience.
feudal s y s t e m , a r c h ' t e c t u r e , All applications must be turned
a n d l i t e r a t u r e ; t h e in to the two reception desks by
E n g l i s h m a n ' s 1 6 0 0 ' s April 24.
democracy, imperialism,
industrialism and capitalism;
There will be an in
and the gradual shift in
American values specifically formational and organizational
focusing on the conflict between meeting of the Outing Club at
cultures and between public and 9:30 p.m. tonight (April 4) in the
SUPB Office. Anyone interested
human values.
in doing things in the great
President Dille feels that the outdoors is encouraged to at
present Plan A General Studies tend.

innouncements

Summer Study Tour
To Europe $89000
_
1---^^ |

|

I

J U n e "I U - J U I7
V
w

#M,

CONTACT: T r i s h a R o r v i g
Education Dept., MSC

Tf
/
'

opDr.

Comparative Education
& International Under standing — 6 credits.
Please contact us by
May 10, 1975.

Howard Freeberg

Director of Program, MSC

UNDER GRADUATES WELCOME!

on Curriculum and Instruction,
and the Faculty Senate before it
can be put into use. If accepted,
this proposal is tentatively
scheduled to begin Fall
Quarter, 1976. Dr. James
Stevens will be the program
director and will also chair the
Institutional Policy and
Planning Group consisting of
MSC faculty and students.
" T h e r e s u l t of G e n e r a l
Studies should be greater than
the sum of each individual
course," says Dille. His
proposal for Change in Liberal
Education must meet two
major requirements: the
bringing together of a great
deal of knowledge and the
discovery of some principle of
coherence, as his proposal
states. "Only with a new kind of
confrontation with the material
will students be able to make
the necessary leap into other
times and other minds and find
in the experience of others an
enlightening experience of their
own."
The special Easter program
offered last weekend by the
Moorhead State College
Planetarium will be given once
more at 7:30 p.m. Friday (April
4) in Room 153 of Bridges Hall
at MSC.
Admission for the program is
$1 for adults and 50 cents for
teenagers and college students
with activity cards. Reser
vations are required due to
limited seating. Call 236-2156
during normal workday hours
for reservations or more in
formation.

DUANE'S
HOUSE OF

PIZZA

310

CENTER AVE.
MOORHEAD
DELIVERY
SERVICE

233-6181

Mott, N.D.
OUR HOME TOWN

A series of sound portraits
illustrating character of life
in small towns

KCCM
91.1 FM
7:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

A College Gathering spon
sored by Lutheran Students on
Campus will be held from 9:3010:45 a.m. April 6 at the Room.
Free coffee, rolls and juice will
be served. At 7 p.m. a Bible
study will be held in the Room.
There will also be Bible
studies at 8 p.m. April 8 at the
House and at 9 p.m. April 9 in
Library Room 207.

Funds for this series were provided by the North Dakota Committee for the Humanities and Public Issues.

Army
Information
Day
A n i n f o r m a t i o n t e a m w ill
b e in t h e S t u d e n t U n i o n M a i n
Lounge from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.

THURSDAY,
APRIL 10,
1975
You're Invited — Men And Women
SLIDES— FILM STRIPS —CONVERSATION
FREE COFFEE
You Owe it to Yourself to find out about the Army.

Otto Bookbinder by Tepley
.GOp!

VAJHY OO

**> GO TO

X COMe
couje&e1

TO
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MINN€SO~* )

By Janis Archer

There is a warm bright spot in these early, cold, cold days
of spring.
On Monday of this week, the Equal Opportunity for
Minority Students (EOMS) at Moorhead State College
kicked off a week-long program of cultural seminars and
events. The purpose of EOMS week is to help break down
the barriers of stereotypes of minority students on campus.
The only way old thoughts and ideas can be changed or
.modified is through participation in these events. EOMS
week has already presented seminars and will be offering a
variety of other interesting events during the week.
The public has been encouraged to participate in all the
events sponsored by EOMS this week. It will mean success
for the group and an enlightening and educational
experience for all students and community members who
participate.
The minority students of the campus have gathered
forces and energy to present a week of their culture, ideas
and dreams. A once-a-year event by a hard working group
such as EOMS should be worth at least one evening this
week to supplement the college learning experience.
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Dear Editor:
An Open Letter To MPIRG And The MSC
DFL:
I read the letter from MPIRG and the MSC
DFL last week with a mixture of astonish
ment, disappointment and ire. Obviously the
sentiments of the writers were sincere. They
were also needlessly malicious and clearly
ignorant. Small wonder that some
organizations lack credibility when they
allow their names to be tacked to such
rubbish.
In explanation allow me to state that I am
the originator of the infamous "anti-hassle"
regulation so misrepresented in last week's
letter. Incidentally, this regulation was never
adopted by the Council on Student Affairs
(CSA), but is being taken intoconsideration in
the development of a new policy statement for
recognized student organizations.
Far from what you folks would have it
appear, the regulation was intended to
preserve, not infringe, the basic human rights
of every MSC student. Essentially this
regulation forbade solicitors from the use of
physical restraint and verbal abuse in at
tempting to gain support for their cause. If
such a ban seri ously depletes your avenues
of "communication" I am sorry, but not
repentant. You harrangue at length about
"our constitutional rights" but have in the
past, shown little understanding of the in
dividual's basic right to conduct their daily
affairs without loud, annoying and tasteless
harrassment.
Simply put, your "right to communicate"
ends when your sticky hand and nasty mouth
seek to restrict or humiliate my passage. Fail
to respect my right, as a gentle being, to be
free of intimidation and you leave me but two
alternatives: to seek legal protection against
intimidation or to respond in kind. I have
attempted to use the former but would be glad
to give you a taste of the latter should you
insist.
Your right to promote a cause through
lawful means — displays, speeches, signs,
leaflets, rallies, etc., is well-protected.
Persist in violating me with your sticky hands
and I'll hand you back a bloody stump.
As for the Council on Student Affairs, Ms.
Halverson and the other members have put in
long, frustrating hours this year to improve
the lot of the MSC student. Is this how you
thank them for working to lower student
textbook costs, promote student workers' job
security and improve student grading and
transcript fairness? If so, your gall is only
exceeded by your conceit.
Correcting the inaccuracy and false im
pressions you people have spread has cost me
valuable time and effort. In the future I would
consider it a favor if you'd take the trouble to
get your facts straight before crying wolf.
You might also support the agency that is
really accomplishing what you only claim to
— protecting the welfare of ah MSC students.
Yours,
-.
PHIL POWELL
To the Editor:
I wonder how many of us are nervously
sitting around drawing our G.I. Bill checks
anxiously waiting for that discharge date to
appear on the calendar? That date will mean
the end of nightmares for many and at least
vast relief for all who receive a Desirable
Discharge from the United States Armed
Forces after fulfilling a long .6-year
obligation.
I am worried because I know Washington
can dictate policy without the approval of the

majority of America's citizens. I am worried
because the current situation in Vietnam and
Cambodia is just the kind of high-tension
political predicament that demands quick
action and policy-making in the Federal
Government. Quite often, when these
situations occur, senators, congressmen and
presidents react without consulting the public
and rely solely on personal feelings, party
feelings or the feelings of a few telegrams and
letters expressing the constituency's opinion.
Those of you who are too young to have been
directly involved in Vietnam should discuss
the issue with people who know; mainly the
young men or women who went to Vietnam in
good faith and came back so disgusted that
they tried to forget the whole affair as quickly
as possible. If you»get no comment from the
Vietnam vets, then talk to people like me, who
spent their time in the military wondering if
and when they were going to be ordered to go
to Vietnam.
If, after these inquiries, you still aren't
motivated to reject our further involvement
in Vietnam, then enlist in a branch of the
military and find out first hand what has been
spoken by fathers and brothers the world
over: war is hell!
Rick Killion
Dear Editor:
While shopping last week at Mountain
Specialties in Fargo, I became aware that the
Tri-College Co-op is not working out as its
originators planned. Business people in the FM community joined the Co-op with the un
derstanding that the colleges would advertise
the lower rates offered by their stores so more
students would shop there. But apparently
there hasn't been too much advertising. If
nobody uses the Co-op, the store owners are
going to have to quit the program. So I urge
the Advocate and the Student Senate to do
more to sponsor the Co-op and make the
students aware of it. Also, we as students
have to try and use it and let the businesses
know we're aware of it. It's possible ^or us to
save ourselves some money. I saved 10 per
cent on a good packf rame, but that won't be
the case if we let the Co-op die.
Thanks,
RICK HENDERSON
To the Editor:
As Inter-residence-hall-council members
we have felt strongly motivated to voice our
personal opinions about a particular area of
Moorhead State College's tight budget
problem for next year. Increased cost will
undoubtedly raise the amount of money that
students will be paying to live on -campus
next year. In the area of resident assistants,
they, too, will be affected by more stringent
financial controls. Although we present no indepth answer to relinquish present and future
financial stress, we rather assume a position
to express our own feelings regarding the RA
issue, as far as we have both knowledge and
understanding of it, in that it has significance
to us being that it involves lifein the residence
halls.
Presently, the controversy is the following:
either we must reduce the number of RA's or
we must reduce their salaries which are
currently established as free room and
board). RA's are a valuable asset to
...Continued on Page 5
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letters continued
residence halls. Their services range in the
areas of administration, inter-floor and intrafloor relations, programming and resident
hall government. To reduce the number of
RA's would severly damage the efficiency
and cohesiveness necessary in running a
residence hall effectively, with respect to
those people living there and their
appreciation of efficiency and good relations
betweenmembers of their floors andothersin
the residence hall. Personally, we would
rather see a cutback in salary since
applicants for RA positions should be more
concerned with a commitment to
responsibility and motiviation to make
residence hall life more enjoyable and
appreciated rather than being primarily
concerned in the monetary aspects connected
with the RA position. Having one RA per two
floors, for instance, would be a tragedy and
terribly cumbersome for the RA involved.
This added responsibility and duty would be
too much for the RA to handle effectively and
efficiently.
Again, the problem is an old one —
involvement! The potential of resident hall
relations, programming, activities,
academic, cultural and athletic side lines are
always hindered by a lack of people involved
to share the workload. Let's not broaden this
problem more by cutting back the number of
RA positions!

MPIRG
(con't from P.l)
"Right now it's an ad
ministrative nightmare," says
Student Senate President Jean
Farrand (jr-Sioux Falls, S D ) .
"Some cashiers ask, others do
not."
"We would be willing to work
with what money we can get,"
says MPIRG member Larry
Georgeson (fr-New Rockford,
ND).
Heyneker would like to
develop a greater independence
at the local level. "It's been the
state board supported by the
local boards," she says, "In
stead, it should be the local
boards supported by the state
board."
Communication between the
state and local boards is poor.
Heyneker says that MPIRG
affilation is necessary despite
the problems. The resource
personnel available at the state
level could not be matched by a
local organization, she says.

official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
t!?e ThursdaV publication date and be sent type-written
!
?y.
to Official Bulletin,' MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except tor
certain notices of unusual importance# they will be printed only once.)
1
Don EngberB*
Registrar
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: Student and faculty concerns or questions
relating to Affirmative Action should be reported to Evelyn J. Swenson; staff
concerns evidence of discrimination in any area of campus life, e.g., ad
missions, guidance and counseling, campus employment, scholarship op
portunities, placement service, recruiting, hiring, promotion, salaries, etc.
These concerns are to be submitted in writing, signed or unsigned, and
should state specifically in what way the writer feels that the spirit or letter
of the laws relating to discrimination have been violated. Only in this manner
can the MSC Affirmative Action Officers and the Affirmative Action Com
mittee be apprised of existing or developing problems.
STUDENT ADVISOR APPLICATION: The deadline for applying to be a
1975 76 Student Advisor is April 4. Application forms can be obtained from
the Student Advisor Office in Flora Frick Hall. Any present sophomores or
juniors interested in actively helping students in their related fields should
apply. It is rewarding and it's fun! Apply now!!

NAME THE
BABY CONTEST!

Sincerely,
IRHC

Student Senate tables
MSCC talk; needs time
By Julie Johnson
The Moorhead State College
Student Senate voted
unanimously to table discussion
of the Constitution of the
Minnesota Student Co-ordinator
Committee (MSCC) Monday,
March 31 until their next
meeting.
President Jean Farrand said
the senators tabled the
discussion because of lack of
information and were given the
MSCC report two weeks
previous to Monday's meeting.

Moorhead) and Rheuhanamus
Smith (jr-Woodward, AL) were
appointed as representatives on
the Affirmative Action
Committee by Farrand.
Previously no student
representatives have been on
the committee. Student
financial aid assistance has
been discussed by the
Committee at the last two
meetings which in Farrand's
opinions need definite student
involvement.

It was decided by the
Bookstore Committee at its last
M S C C i s o r g a n i z e d f o r meeting that a quarterly
purposes of sharing information meeting with the faculty and the
and coordinating the efforts of Bookstore management is
student governments in various necessary to eliminate some
systems of higher education in communication problems. The
Minnesota. Membership of committee also decided to put a
MSCC will consist of colleges or d e s c r i p t i o n o f o p e r a t i o n a l
universities of the following policies in the college handbook
state organizations:
beginning next year specifically
explaining the expense
dividends and return of funds.
Minnesota State College
Student Association, Minnesota
Association of Private College
Diana Heyneker, MPIRG's
S t u d e n t s , M i n n e s o t a new chairperson (so-Mpls.)
Community College Student asked the Senate for its
Association, and University approval of changing the
Student Alliance.
present system of collecting
money for MPIRG to a positive
check. Heyneker said the
President Farrand will be p r e s e n t s y s t e m s e e m s
representing MSC Friday and inconsistent.
Saturday, April 4-5 at the
National Student Association
Beginning Fall Quarter each
(NSA) conference at NDSU. student must make a definite
S e n a t o r J u l i e B u s c h ( s o - choice whether or not to pay the
Litchfield) will be leading a dollar in ink on the fee
workshop concerning the book statement.
exchange and Vice-President
Wayne Strubel (so-Fargo) will
Last week the Senate granted
be leading a workshop on $ 2 , 5 5 9 t o t w o
campus
faculty evaluations.
organizations.
MSC's Track Team asked the
Senator Craig Ramsey (:jr- Senate for-$1,359 to send eight

team members to the NAIA
National Track Championship
Finals in Arkansas.
The Series for the Performing
Arts asked for $1,200 to pay
its expenses.
It will return
any unused money to the Senate
at the end of the school year.
++ + + -(Tuesday, March 18, the sub
committee of the State Labor
and Commerce of the Senate
approved the bill to allow liquor
on campus by a 4-1 vote. The
next step is the approval of the
full committee.

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

Watch for pictures of Advocate advertisers in
their ads.
Match the advertiser to the baby picture and

$30°°

WIN!

2 Movie Passes

CONTEST RULES
1) The contest is open to ail MSC Students and
and Faculty except Advocate staff.
2) Bring entries and matching Ad to the Advo
cate office between 12-5 o.m. on Thursday,
April 10 or 9-5 p.m. on Friday, April 11.
3) First correct entry wins. Contest starts next
week.

Something New
On Alternative
Radio!

KMSC
650 AM

It's funny . . .
listen for it.
Tuesdays
& Thursdays
midnight till
God knows when

The Good Morning Show
1* ' / ' ' •>. t
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Marsten polishes a library study table.

Morris brushes du
Editor's Note: Part II in a
series. Next week's edition of
the people series will feature a
Moorhead State College
student.
Morning dawns on Moorhead
State College. While many
students are still struggling to
negotiate with a screeching
alarm clock, MSC Library
custodian Morris Marsten has
put in almost half a day's work.
Beginning at 5 a.m., Marsten
has been scrubbing, buffing and
attending to the duties many
people take for granted.

The lines of age creeping over his face, Marsten is one year away from
retirement.

Marsten relaxes after a hard
day's work.

Glasrud's office was and the English Depart
incident happened right outside newly remodeled
the English Department and 1970.
Dr. Glasrud's office," says
Marsten.
"I was in Weld
then I got sick an
This was before the English for about five n
Department moved to Weld Marsten. He has
Hall.
by arthritis for m;
constantly has p
"Just then, Dr. Glasrud saw part of his "body
him and called, 'Come on in,Dr. this he still claimi
Dille,"' says Marsten, "Man grumpy.
alive, I felt like about two
cents!"
When he recovi
five-month illne
Marsten's impression of found they had a
Marsten, who has been a President Dille has changed Weld, so, rather
custodian at MSC for 19 years, quite a bit since that first over again son
started his reign on MacLean meeting. "Dr. Dille is always so Marsten took a
Hall's second floor June 21, friendly, he always calls me by Library.
1956. He got the job through Roy my first name no matter where
Jacobsen, then an MSC I see him," Marsten says, "I
"If I make my 21
engineer and presently chief always call him 'Doc'."
will be one more y
engineer.
I'm going to han;
"Another time, I was cleaning mop," Marsten :
A native of Ada, MN, Marsten the girls' restroom on second However, the sp
served in MacLean for 14 floor real early in the morning returns as his f;
years. "I damn near owned the when nobody was around," again.
building!" says Marsten, whose relates Marsten. "Our foreman,
memories paint a colorful Alfred Erickson, put a long dust
"The next build
picture of MSC history.
mop behind the door, not with here will be nan
the handle, just the long mop. Hall"spouts Mars
"I'll never forget the day He put this mop behind the brick, three-holer
President Dille started teaching door," continues Marsten, and His wife Verna, 1
here," Marsten begins. "I was bunched it up so it looked like absorbing the
cleaning the hallways on second some sort of animal."
while making c
and this great big, husky good
kitchen, breaks ir
looking blond fellow, who looked
"I was sweeping dust out the laughter.
like a freshman to me came door and when I saw it I thought
walkin' right where I was it was a sheep dog," he admits.
When former IV
scrubbing!"
"I got so scared I turned white. John Neumaier re
I
Alfred laughed so hard he Marsten was tl
"Of course I didn't know who doubled up and darn near had helping hand. "I v
it was. Besides, I was so mad I heart failure!"
and said, 'John (
felt like throwing the scrubbing
first name basis
machine at him," adds Marsten
A very popular individual on would you like a ]
with a twinkle in his eye.
second floor MacLean, Marsten or valet?' and
was asked, at the request of Dr. 'Morrie, how do<
"He asked me where Dr. Glasrud, to transfer with the sound?"' Marstei
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story and photos by Bruce Crummy

>t off memories

it to the
lid Hall in

>ut a year,
as laid up
;hs,"-says
:n plagued
years and
irksome
irough all
i is not too

i from his
Marsten
w man in
n starting
ace else,
b at . the

ars, which
this June,
p my dust
s wearily,
le quickly
brightens

they build
Marsten
"It'll be a
it house)!"
has been
versation
e in the
lproarious

Neumaier up on the deal.
"Our friendship broke up,
though, when I applied for his
old job and he gave it to Dr.
Dille because I only had one
degree, a BS from high school,
and Dille had three!" he con
fesses jokingly.

Now I don't even know all the
people on maintenance," he
admits.

The Marstens, who live two
blocks north of Nemzek Hall,
have three sons. Brad, 23, the
youngest, attended kin
dergarten through college
graduation all on the MSC
In 1968, Marsten was initiated campus. That was possible
into the MSC Alpha Epsilon when Lommen Hall was both an
fraternity as an "ornery" elementary and high school.
(honorary) member. Later that
year, he became honorary
Does Marsten have a
f r a t e r n i t y f a t h e r o f t h e philosophy on life?
organization, which is presently
the Sigma Tau Gamma
"I hate it, mainly because of
fraternity. When Alpha Epsilon my arthritis," says Marsten,
went national in I960-, Verna while still maintaining a zest
became their fraternity mother. and joviality for life that no
Verna, who managed the MSC doubt has made his affliction
snack bar for 15 years before more bearable.
going to work at Stevenson's
Department Store in 1970, is an
honorary member of the MSC
Alpha Phi sorority.

The Marstens, who have three sons, have been married 37 years.

Marsten and his wife still hold
those Greek memberships.

"Verna and I used to
chaperone all the fraternity,
sorority, college
and high
school dances because all the
faculty members were afraid
they'd get out of hand," says
Marsten. "But we never had
any trouble with them and
enjoyed every minute. Marsten
President adds that the only bad part was
led in 1968, that they used to get asked to
with a chaperone every dance.
; up to him
were on a
Marsten sees population as
f course), the biggest difference at MSC
ate janitor over the years. "When I first
replied, started there were about 900
^ew York students and I knew most the
1 riot take students by their first names.

Relaxing in his kitchen on a day off, Marsten lights up.
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director enthusiastic about production

something for everyone to be found in play
of humor, pathos, sentiment
and drama, with just about
Approximately 30 years ago, e v e r y t y p e o f c h a r a c t e r
William Saroyan wrote a imaginable appearing in it."
comedy entitled "The Time of
Your Life" because the nation
Included in the large cast are
was nearing the end of the Steven Johnson (so-Mahnomen)
Great Depression and he felt as Joe, a young loafer with
A m e r i c a n s n e e d e d e n  money and compassion; Dayton
couragement and hope for the Larson (fr-Courtenay, ND) as
Tom, his admirer, disciple,
future.
stooge and friend; Kristin
Now, because Paul Kuritz, Rudrud (so-Fargo) as Kitt y
speech-theatre instructor at Duval, a young woman who
Moorhead State College, feels dreams of things as they once
the time is right, the MSC were and Gary Boyer (soTheatre Department will be Menagha) as Nick, the owner of
presenting the play as their the saloon.
Spring Quarter production,
Seen in supporting roles are
April 10, 11 and 12.
Luther Fragodt (so-Clarissa) as
"I've always liked the play," the Arab; Greg Deutsch (jrsaid Kuritz, the show's overall Casselton, ND) as Kit Carson;
director, "but I've.never been Frederick Winship (fr-Parker,
able to do it in the past becauseI CO) as Harry the Hoofer, and
haven't felt that audiences were Philip Bratnober (jr-Marshall)
ready for it. Since the times as Wesley the piano player.
today are similar to those found
in the play, I think audiences
"I'm very pleased with the
will be able to identify more actors we have in the roles,"
closely with what Saroyan is said Kuritz, "and so far I
trying to say, and be able to haven't had any second doubts
understand the characters about casting anyone. The
more than they would have five rehearsals have been going
or ten years ago."
extremely well — I'm very
pleased with the way the
The play, a Pulitzer-Prize- p r o d u c t i o n h a s b e e n
winning classic of the American proceeding."
theatre, takes place in Nick's
Pacific Street Saloon,
"Part of the believeability of
Restaurant and Entertainment the play, other than that
Palace where a number of provided by the actors, will
diverse characters meet and come from the set designed by
inter-relate."This play is very Jean Elliot," he remarked.
different from the conventional "There were a number of ways
form of plays," said Kuritz. that she could have designed it,
"It's constructed like a variety but I don't think any others
show working within the would have given the story the
framework of a play. It has a lot dingy, realistic atmosphere

By Bruce R. Miller

April 3, 4 & 5—Dakota Dave Hull and Peter Ostroushko,
music, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m., free.
April 3—Rags to Riches, fashion show, CMU Ballroom, 7:30
p.m.
April 4—EOMS Seminar, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, 6-7
p.m.
April 4—SUPB Friday Night Film Club presents Joan
Crawford in Rain, Weld Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., 10 cents.
April 5—An Evening with Harvold, Kenne and Friends,
concert, CMU Ballroom, 9 p.m.
April 8-19—Mark D. Rydberg paintings, prints, & photos
show, CMU Gallery.
April 9—SUPB Films presents Slaughterhouse Five, Weld
Auditorium, 7 & 9 p.m., 50 cents.

CMU NIGHT MANAGER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR 75-76
Deadline Wed., April 9

Application Forms Available at ETC. Shop.
Selected Applicants To Be Interviewed

Fred Winship (left) displays his dancing talent for bartender Gary Boyer (center) and customer Steve Johnson in
'The Timeof Your Life." Photo by Ross Collins.

more than this does."

In addition, Dean Mogle (srFlandreau
, SD) has designed
"The technical crew, headed
by Bruce Manuel, has also been original costumes for the
doing a fantastic job. The show characters, with David Moberg
calls for a number of props and (so-Fargo) serving as assistant
they've been going wild making director to Kuritz.
"While the play isn't that well
them — especially a pinball
machine that explodes. It's known around here," said
really great to see all of the Kuritz, "it should be fairly well
creative things they have come received because it has
up with, but it's even better to something in it for just about
see them having a great time everyone. I will be very sur
while making the things that prised if anyone who sees the
will eventually be an integral play doesn't like it. They may
not like the actors in it or the
part of the plot."

'Monday Night' is out
"Monday Night Out," the
Student Union Program
Board's (SUPB) educationalentertainment series has been
discontinued after 10 weeks of
programs due to falling at
tendance and lack of a com
mittee to continue coordinating
the series. The last program
was March 31.

'Many people walked out and
were generally discourteous td
the speakers.
Schroeder feels the series has
definite possibilities, but
changes are needed in order to
run smoothly and both entertain
and educate the students. He
feels a better time slot, more
coordinators and a definite
schedule of speakers and topics
will improve the series if it is
tried again in the future. He also
expressed his disappointment in
the lack of support given by
SUPB to the series.

The series, patterned after
NBC's "Tomorrow" show,
featured a weekly topic and
guest speaker who was in
terviewed by host Kurt Hegland
(sr-White Bear Lake). Hegland
stated one of the biggest
reasons for discontinuing the
All programs were produced
series was the lack of good without cost to SUPB, as all
a u d i e n c e s . " I t w a s v e r y speakers donated their time to
frustrating for John Schroeder the series.
and I; we had excellent
speakers for the series."
The first programs in the
NOW!
series drew sizable audiences,
Weekdays - 7:15 & 9:15
but the number dwindled ap
Sat.-Sun.-1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15 &
9:15
preciably as the series con
THE FUNNIEST ST0CK-AND-BULL
tinued through the winter. As an
ADVENTURE TO EVER HIT
example, the last program
LIVINGSTON, MONTANA!
which featured Mrs. Vincent
Dodge,a political speaker, drew
only three students. Both
Hegland' and Schroeder (srBloomington), the series
developers cited their disap
pointment in.audience behavior. \^starring jeff BRIDGES J

way we are producing it, but I
am sure they will like the story
itself. If they don't, " he said
smiling, "then they just don't
have a heart."
Tickets for the production of
"The Time of Your Life." may
be purchased at the MSC Box
Office Monday through Friday,
$2 for adults, 75 cents for
students with ID's. All seats are
reserved with curtain time for
each of the performances at
8:15 p.m.

Starts
FRIDAY
Friday-7:15-9:15
Sat.-Sun.-1:15,3:15
5:15,7:15,9:15

What makes a nice girl die
ma place like this?
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take _5S5 EOMS opens 'Cultural Extravaganza'
By Bruce R. Miller

By Zoe Ames and Donna Bart

READER'S THEATRE CAST SET

Michael Kelly, speech-theatre instructor, announced Monday the
cast for "Sylvia Plath: A Memoir," the spring Reader's Theatre
production.
Kelly, the Reader's Theatre director, said that Barry Allar (frSilver Bay), Diane Baseman (sr-Silver Bay), Joyce Holte (frEllendale, ND) and Daina Robbins (sr-St. Paul) have been
selected.
Rehearsals have already begun with the actual performance
scheduled for 8:15 p.m. May 5 and 6 in the Center for the Arts
Second Stage.
—555—
FMCT TO PRESENT DANCE THEATRE

The Fargo-Moorhead Community Theatre (FMCT) will present
two different programs featuring Lise Greer with the FargoMoorhead Dance Company April 24-27.
Two MSC students, Doug Dally (jr-Hillsboro, ND) and Linda Rae
Hanson (fr-Detroit Lakes) are members of the company that is
directed by Greer, a former dance instructor at Stephens College,
Columbia, MO.
Program A will be presented April 24 and 26 while Program B
will be given April 25 and 27. Curtain time for both programs is 8:15
p.m. Included in the two different shows are works choreographed
by Greer to music by Gershwin, Bartok, Partch, Druckman and
other composers.
Tickets can be reserved at the FMCT ticket office, 12 noon to 5
p.m. Monday through Saturday. Prices are $2.50 for adults, $1.75
for students.
—555—
AWARDS, AWARDS AND MORE AWARDS, ROUND TWO

The 1975 Tony Award nominations for the best work on Broadway
were recenUy announced with a number of motion picture stars
appearing on the list.
Nominated for Best Actress in a Play are Elizabeth Ashley ("Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof'), Ellen Burstyn ("Same Time Next Year"),
Diana Rigg ("The Misanthrope"), Maggie Smith ("Private
Lives") and Liv Ullmann ("A Doll's House.").
Included on various other Best Acting lists (the Tonies have a
total of eight) were Joel Grey ("Goodtime Charley") and Henry
Fonda ("Clarence Darrow").
While most of the nominated film actors have done other work on
Broadway they haven't really gained audience recognition until
after they began acting in movies.
Now, to see them nominated for Tonies is quite surprising. Ten
years ago the League of New York Theatres (the Tony-sponsoring
organization) would not even consider including them as legitimate
actors, much less Tony worthy material because the League felt
the film actors represented the lowest echelon of acting and showed
no real talent.
Today the Broadway producers welcome almost any film actor to
perform in their productions because they knoW these stars can
draw crowds no matter how bad the play's story actually is.
It will be interesting to see whether or not the League has deemed
them worthy enough to actually receive one of the silver
medallions. The telling time will come April 20 when the winners
are announced live over the ABC television network.
—555—
CHECKING THE CHANNELS

A discussion led by two
Moorhead State College faculty
members in the Wooden Nickel
Coffeehouse March 31, opened
this week's "Cultural
Extravanganza" sponsored by
the Equal Opportunity For
Minority Students (EOMS).
Nimbus II, a program of
emotional and humorous black
poetry yeadings, followed on
April 1.
Dr. Almose Thompson,
assistant professor of
Education, and Dr. James
Condell, chairman of the
psychology Department, were
the main speakers for the
discussion Monday night. Mabel
Thompson, director of EOMS,
welcomed the audience and
related the upcoming cultural
events before the program
started.
Dr. Thompson's talk centered
on education and the everyday
problems of black students at
MSC.
Culture shock, according to
Dr. Thompson, is the major
problem encountered by the
average black student who
begins attending MSC. The
weather is uncomfortable, the
social and physical
environment may be
unfavorable. The student also
encounters prejudice due to his
clothing which is more colorful
and outstanding than those of
the average student wardrobe.
"Whites, therefore," says
Thompson, "tend to see blacks
as'flashy show offs.' "

WISCONSIN PREMIUM,
BUCKHORN,
HAUENSTEiN
BIACKHORSE ALE

KEGS — '/4 bbl. • Vz bbl.

UTE (low calorie)
(Cansand Bottles)

BLATZ-6/pacs

FREE

Unxiys I'crxoiuili Mtl Scriicc

| This Coupon good for l free game of Bowling — Monday- •
I Friday noon till 4 p.m. and all day Saturday.
I
Expires April 17—Limit 1 per Customer

40

|

REGISTERED FOR
QUALITY-INSURED
FOR SAFETY

Neubarth's
Jewelry
Located for your con
venience in the Moorhead
City Mall.

"ROUNDHOUSE"
94 LIQUORS

12th Avt. S. & Old Hiway 52
236-9494—Moothewi

81/2oz. NEW YORK

Cut, reg. $2.79
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg. $2.39
15 oz.T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79

OFF REGULAR
PRICE
ON THESE
THREE STEAKS
(I.D.'s must be shown)

Liquor —IMne—Cordials
Beer—Ice—Munchies

FREE

Autceddi

DIAMOND RINGS

Sunday Special

BEER

Television's most consistently popular special begins at 9 p.m.

Woodward, AL). His selections
consisted of six short pieces, the
best of which was entitled
"Screwin' You". This poem
created vivid images of the way
the white dominant culture in
America .is absorbing the
individual black culture.

"Larumba", an Afro-Cuban
poem about a seduction dance
was performed by Daniel
Webster (fr-Paraiso, Canal
Zone) accompanied by Andre
Other feelings of prejudice Means (fr-Staten Is., NY) on the
were expressed by several congos.
black students at the poetry
Another seminar will be held
reading. Over thirty pieces,
6
p.m.,
Thursday at the Wooden
including some original works,
were interpreted by the Nickel, followed by a fashion
show, "Rags to Riches", at 7:30
students.
in the CMU Ballroom.
One of the more humorous
pieces presented was "Moon
A seminar at 6 p.m. and a
Bound," written by Langston concert, "An Evening with
Hughes. The poem argues that Harvold, Kenne and Friends,"
if white people are going to the at 9 p.m., both on Friday, will
moon, they are also going to conclude the EOMS week.
want black people to go to the
moon, to drive their cars and do
all of the chores.
One of the more exciting
pieces of original poetry was
performed by Mel Hendrix,
minority group studies
instructor. His interpretation of
"Love Is Fire's Warmer
Ember" was well received by
the large audience.

Tuesday, Hollywood's big night comes when the Oscars are
The best interpretation of
presented live over NBC (WDAY-TV Channel 6).
original poetry was presented
by Rheuhanamus Smith (jrAs in years past, several changes have been made to streamline
the show and help things run more smoothly. Instead of having
each of the five "Best Song" nominees sung by different per
(Returnable Pints)
formers, this year's ceremonies will feature Eddie Fisher, Frankie
RED WHITE I BLUE.
Laine and Aretha Franklin presenting them together in one
COLD SPRING,
production number.
And, since there has been no sure-fire solution to the long-winded
acceptance speeches, the program's producer, Howard Koch, has
agreed to let the actors drone on, provided they do not begin
specifically thanking everyone in attendance.

Rheuhanamus Smith reflects upon his poetry during "Nimbus 2". Photo by
Dave Benning.

—

NO TIPPING

'COME AS YOU APE"

These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad,
your choice ot dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

OONSNZS
SIRLOIN FIT.
J

2515 S.

University Drive
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sports

Carlson dashes back from interlude
By Jim Thielman
"It's not as strenuous as
track. You simply get out of it
what you put into it Just like
track, maybe even more so."

Moorhead State and I was
impressed," he recalls.

and he is also a leader.

Carlson says it does not
Asked if the Air Force did not bother him to be captained by
keep him in shape, he replies it younger men. "Our captains,
was just the
opposite, but Bob Jappe, (sr-Amiret) Mike
Dwight Carlson (jr-Twin Masanz was "really great about Francis (sr-Austin) and Ken
Valley) says he does not have as it and encouraged me. After Scarbrough (jr-Verndale) are
much time to spend on Karate every meet, no matter what I t h e b e s t a t h l e t e s i n t h e
as he did when he was in the Air did, he came up to me and gave conference."
Force, stationed in Korea, but me a slap on the tail and
A married man "for four
that is okay with Dragon Track encouraged me. The team has
spirit. I've always felt it. I years, Carlson says his wife has
Coach Ron Masanz.
wouldn't have come out again helped tremendouly in his
Carlson, who did not place in this year if it weren't for the comeback effort. "It takes a lot
of time away from things we
a single meet last year at team spirit."
used to do together, but she's
Moorhead State College, was
Carlson says his age does not, real understanding. The only
clocked at one minute 15.9
seconds recently to become the and never did, separate him thing I think that bothers her is
Northern Intercollegiate from his teammates. "When I when she has to rub me down
Conference's 600-yard Dash first came out, I didn't know when my muscles get stiff."
anyone and they didn't know my
Champion.
When the brown belt Karate
age."
holder
is not working on his
The senior citizen of the team
"Age doesn't matter in hobby or running the 600-yard
at 25, Carlson says he had
difficulty coming off his 5-year sports," says Masanz, "not at dash and mile relay, Carlson
layoff from college sports. A all. On the contrary, age is an works toward his teaching
football and track man at Minot establishing factor. With age degree. Striving for a double
State College before joining you get wiser and you do gain major in English and Physical
Uncle Sam, Carlson says the some smarts toward training. Education, he hopes to land a
DragonTrackProgramhasa lot He (Carlson) always gives me teaching-coaching job upon
to do with his attending MSC. 110 per cent in practice and at graduation.
meets."
By the way, why Karate?
"When I was at Minot State
Masanz adds, Carlson is a
one of the meets we
"When I was overseas it
p a r t i c i p a t e d i n w a s a t gentleman on and off the track
passed the time," he says. "It
was either that or drink."

rec news

Saturday and Sunday the Rec Center will sponsor the Moorhead State
College Open Pro-Type Bowling Tournament. Entrants will bowl 15 games to
qualify: 10 games April 5 and 5 games on April 6, both beginning at 10 a.m.
The top 10 qualifiers will then participate in step-ladder finals after Sun
day's (April 6) qualifying round. Trophies will be awarded to the top five
finishers with the top 10 finishers receiving prizes. Registration is open to the
first 30 entrants. Entry fee is $3. For further information, contact Bill Devine
in the Rec Center.
Bowling leagues a r e now in full swing. Look for upcoming statistics con
cerning these leagues. Check this issueof the Advocate for your free game of
bowling.
Advertisement

History Repeats Itself
In 1933, Jack "Legs"
Diamond was shot in a
speak easy on the North
Side of Chicago.
Last nite Olaf "Legs"
Larsen was half shot in
our lounge on the South
Side of Moorhead.

A FREE DRINK
FOR YOUR
TEDDY BEAR
We want to redecorate our back
room. So, if you'll bring us a
stuffed animal we'll hang it from
the ceiling with your name on it,
and give you a free Hi-Ball in
return.

jupieaVIK EASY

Dwight Carlson (jr-Twin Valley) ponders the meet situation as he gives his

fleet feet a rest. Photo by Ross Collins.

Women's Softball Team
may be under the weather
situation the team will have a
tight schedule. "The majority of
The world's first indoor in
our games will be played in the
tercollegiate softball team may
last two week of April and the
be established at Moorhead
first week in May," says
State College this spring. It was
Bowers. The season-ending
not originally planned that way,
State Softball Tournament will
but if current weather con
be the weekend of May 10 at
ditions continue it is a situation
Mankato State College.
the MSC Women's Softball
Team may have to deal with.
According to Bowers, ex
perience is the major difference
The team, in its second year
between this year's team and
of competition, hopes to have an
last year's. She comments,
improved schedule, expecting
"Basically we have a good
to play 10 regular season
number of players returning
games, two tournaments and
from last year's squad. This
several scrimmages. The key
experience should help us
word, however, is weather.
defensively and strengthen our
batting."
The outlook, weather-wise, is
not too bright at the moment,
Lack of depth in pitching is
according to Coach Judy
one of Bowers major concerns
Bowers. "Our entire schedule
about the team thus far. "We
hinges on the weather. I'd like
to think that we'll be playing our
first game around April 11, but
more realistically I'd say it will
be on about the 16th against
North Dakota State University.
Nothing will be set until we
know when we can get outside to
play and practice. It's very
difficult to go straight from
indoor practices to an outdoor
game. It is a completely dif
ferent situation."
By Janna Quitney

may have trouble in terms of
backup players on the mound,"
she says. "The 9-team NDSU
tournament will be the test of
how our pitching will hold up
under pressure. It will be our
first chance to play more than
one game in a day."
Because softball is not yet a
MinnKota Conference sport, the
team's goal is to turn in strong
performances at the NDSU and
state tournaments. According
to Bowers the team has an
outside chance of taking the
state title. "We have a good
tight infield and strong arms in
the outfield. We should have a
well-balanced team when we
pull everything together,"
Bowers says. "But," she adds,
"it all depends on the amount of
time we have to work outside."

Your No. 1 Supplier
^ gT°gr northern school
)I.JJ supplyco.
in Fargo since 1911

Because of the tough weather

8th St. & N.P. Avenue
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1975 Moorhead State Tennis Moorhead sprinter Gravalin
April 6
April 7
April 13
April 14
April 21
April 23
April 5
April 26
April 28
April 30
May 2
May 6

UNO
St. John's
St. Cloud
Concordia
Concordia
Valley City
South Dakota Tech.
Northern
Wahpeton (tentative)
Morris
Bemidji
Open

3 p.m.
6 p.m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
4 p.m.
9 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
3 p.m.

Home (indoors)
Home (indoors)
Home (indoors)
Home (indoors)
There
Home (indoors)
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Home (indoors)
Home (indoors)
Bemidji

sets

apart from pack

By Mary Ann Young

May 15-17—NIC Conference Tennis Meet — Duluth Indoor Tennis Club

however, his face set, silently
Jim Gravalin walks alone prepares for the upcoming
around the Moorhead State competition.
track. His teammates jog by,
Gravalin (jr-Moorhead),
smiling and acknowledging stand-out sprinter for the
sideline friends. Gravalin, Moorhead State Track Team, is
independent when it comes to
preparing for competition. "I
just c a n ' t w a r m u p with
anybody," explained Gravalin.
"Some guys can run together
before a meet but I just can't."
For Gravalin, the pre-event
time is of utmost importance.
"I'm a hard person to live with
the day of a meet. It takes me a
day to get ready for a meet
F a l l s ) , J o h n Crawford ( f r - psychologically. I better be
Bloomington) and Mike Gordon alone," he laughed.
(fr-Worthington).
As the most experienced
sprinter on the Moorhead State
1975 squad, Gravalin competesJi
the 60 and 300-yard runs and on
the spring relay team. His best
caddies, which means the times, to date, are a 6.4 in the 60
golfers will be required to carry and a 32.1 in the 300. At the
their own bag of clubs. The recent Northern Intercollegiate
object to have the lowest score Conference Indoor, Gravalin
remains, but speed will now took first in the 300 and fourth
become as crucial as accuracy. place in the 60.
Track has become a way of
The golfer who takes the least life for Gravalin, competing
amount of time reaching the since fourth grade. Performing
green can deduct one stroke for Moorhead High School,
from his total score. If, as is G r a v a l i n ' s n a m e b e c a m e
usually the case, the golfers common to area sport en
play in foursomes, the fastest thusiasts. As a track man,
golfer deducts two strokes, the Gravalin aided Moorhead High
second place man one and the School in capturing the State
other two are left holding the Title, taking three first places
bag. (Of course the other two at the 1972 State Track Meet.
are still left holding theirs).
The "star" of the meet, he took
Duffers no longer have to stay first in the 100 and 220-yard
out of the rough as long as they sprints and his 880-yard relay
can navigate the trees and team also won the top spot".
Despite a head injury he
brush faster than the
competition. Older players who s u f f e r e d h i s j u n i o r y e a r ,
lean toward obesity will just G r a v a l i n a l s o s e r v e d a s
become lean, and golf carts, a Moorhead's running back, for
health detriment to golfers and the number-one-rated football
g o p h e r s a l i k e , w i l l b e team. "I was a 145-pound
flash," laughed Gravalin.
eliminated.
Now we no longer have to Gravalin was named to the Alllisten to Chris Schenkel drone State Football Team by the St.
on about Johnny Miller's jockey Paul Pioneer Press.
For Gravalin, being a
shorts while Miller walks to the
ball — we can watch him run his member of these two teams
fulfilled the biggest goal of his
four wood off.
lifetime. "I knew we could be

Dragon Golf Team sets sights on
NIC Title as season gets underway
By Jerry Hanson

"FORE"
During the upcoming weeks,
that will become the password
for Moorhead State College
golfers as they prepare to tee off
on another drive for the Nor
thern Intercollegiate Con
ference Championship.
Third place finishers last
year, the Dragons have a "good
nucleus of lettermen back,"
according to Coach T.E. Smith,
who shares the coaching duties
with Orlow Nokken. These
veterans will come in handy as
the team sets its sights on that
top-notch finish in the NIC race.
Having already completed
the spring trip to Arkansas, the
squad readies for the opening
match against cross-town rival,
Concordia College, on April 18.
Pracitice sessions are restricted
to the Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
because of the lingering snow,
but Coach Smith is hopeful that
the Concordia match will be
played on time.
Returning from last year's
team are seniors Grady An
derson (Alexandria), Jeff Berg
(Moorhead), Jim Dubow (Little
Falls), John Hagge (Fergus
Falls), Dave Hinsverk
(Roseau) and A1 Ottinger
(Jamestown, ND).
Other lettermen returnees
include Mike Thompson (jrAlexandria),Dick Simmons (jrWayzata), Rich McClellan (soTracy), Mark Holm (soMoorhead) and Bob Durham
(jr-Moorhead).
Among the newcomers there
are at least two very prominent
prospects, Mark Bongard (frAlexandria) and Craig Palmer
(fr-Dil worth).

MSC Women's

Intercollegiate
Track Meet
April 5
^wwwvwwvw

Field Events
start at 5 p.m.
^ww/wvwv/ws/v
Running Events
start at 5:30 p.m.
Nemzek Fieldhouse

FREE

Joining Bongard and Palmer
as prospects are Paul Peterson
(fr-Montevideo), Charley
Kiefenheim (fr-Red Lake

teed off on golf
By Jim Thielman

Putt, putt, putt. Well, that is
not a bad imitation of a Model T,
but this is not the automobile
section; though our subject to
be dealt with today, golf, and
old cars have something in
common: they are both slow.
Sports critics for years
complained about professional
basketball and its slow motion
antics until the National
Basketball Association
instituted the 24-second clock,
which eliminated stalling like
high octane gas.
Then there is baseball, which
is so stagnant one cannot only
get drunk spectating, but also
overcome the hangover before
leaving the park. The game
needs a designated fan to
replace the one who peters out
in the middle of the fifth
(inning).
Finally, and appropriately,
there is golf. Spectating at a golf
match is the ultimate agony of
defeat. Golf needs some pizzaz,
something to arouse spectator
interest. The rules need to be
revised.
Initially, we eliminate the

Dragon Home Baseball
April 14
April 21
April 25
Apri 26
May
May
May
May
May
May 10

Concordia College
(at Concordia)
Northern State College (2)
-l-Southwest State Collete (2)
-f Southwest State College
-fMinnesota-Morris (2)
-t-Minnesota-Morris
North Dakota State U. (2)
Concordia College
+ Bemidji State College (2)
+ Bemidji State College
-^Northern Intercollegiate Conference Games
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the gift shop in West Acres

Badminton Tournament Results
Men's Singles: Mike Nider, First
Steve Lindberg, Second
Women's Singles: Debbie Saxe, First
Karen Schumacher, Second
Men's Doubles: Mike Nider-Steve Lindberg, First
Dean Wendschuh-Doug Thompson, Second
Slow - pitch softball will begin a s so on a s weather permits.

For All Spring Sports Equipment
SHOP BOB FRITZ

b-

c

CO
293-9555

r arrl and
anrl Gi
Card
Gift Shop

Wrestling Tournament Winners
126— Michael Thompson 166— Hank Cambell
174 — Bob Bulik
134 — Mike Andrie
182 — Pat Schorn
142— Dave Schumacher
190 — Paul Witney
150 — Andrew Stevart
HWT — Mark Theony
158 — John Koffski

n>

119 Bdwy.

•

Special Play-offs
Kings III 95 — Confederation College 55
Bombers 93 — Confederation College 61

3

-LATEST RELEASES

WEDDING
INVITATIONS and
ANNOUNCEMENTS,
NAPKINS,
BRIDAL BOOKS,
ACCESSORIES

Brings You Intramural News

1 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 (noon)
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 (noon)

BROADWAY MUSIC
AND GIFT SHOP

number one in the state and I
really wanted to be a part of it,"
he stated.
The transition to college
a t h l e t i c s w a s difficult f o r
Gravalin, as it was for other
athletes. "I was lost the first
two years. It was probably
getting used to a new coach and
new friends. Basically, people
were kind of afraid of me
because of what I did in high
school. All they knew of me was
what they read in the papers. It
took me awhile to make friends
on the track team that season,"
he reflects.
Gravalin may be a loner on
the track but his teammates
have come to know him now. As
one teammate laughed,"Gravs,
you're really not a bad buy!"

Bob Fritz Sporting Goods

3 p.m.

o, Album Selection—Huge Album Sel
3

Jim Gravalin (jr-Moorhead)
carries a starting block to his place
of business. Photo by Ross Collins.

<D

O
jfjp a f i n j j - i z o r j a a j a s uinqiyeBntf-u g-

SPORTING GOODS

DOWNTOWN FARGO — 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

Moorhead
Fargo j
Fergus Falls

RIDES
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experience you won't forge.t. Ap
RIDE WANTED: To Minneapolis
plications available in the Student
and back this weekend (April 4-6).
Advisor Office and are due April 4.
Willing to pay $8 round trip. Call 236Apply now!!!
3136 after 2 o'clock and keep trying.

classifieds
FOli SALE/RENT

LOST/FOUND

FOR SALE: 2 year old Schwinn
Continental 10-speed. Very good
condition. Generator set. $95. Call
236-7521 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: 15-speed bicycle. Ex
cellent condition. Call Tom oncampus at 236-3863.
FOR SALE: Woman's Mouton fur
coat —$10. Blue raincoat — $5. Good
Singer portable sewing machine —
$20. Good Schwinn 1-speed bike —
$20. Kitchen things. 808 S. 10th
Street. Sat.-Sun., 1-3 p.m.
FOR SALE: Kustom Altec P.A.;
columns and base ampspeaker
bottom for rock band. Hardly used.
Must sell now. Call Christ at 2377836.
FOR RENT: One bedroom apart
ment. One-half block from Bridges
Hall. $160 per month, including
utilities. 233-7650.
FOR RENT: One-bedroom apart
ment 3 blocks from campus. $120 a
month including utilities. 233-7650.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
.519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

LOST: Spiral bound black music
book. "The Little Sphinx" by George
Montague. Reward given if retur
ned. Call 236-2937 or 236-2651.
FOUND: Gold wire-rimmed
glasses. "Nancy" imprinted. Call
Owens Room 107 at 2071.

WANTED: New IRHC members!
We want others beside the dorm
presidents and vice presidents to get
involved. Be concerned about your
life in the residence halls. Meeting
Sunday, April 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Nelson-Grantham Lounge.

ROOMMATES

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female,
April 15 or May 1. Basement
apartment 2 blocks from Union.
$63.50 a month. Call 233-5078 or 2363578.

CMU NIGHT MANAGER positions
available for 1975-76 school year.
Application forms available in Etc.
Shop. Deadline Wednesday, April 9.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male,
starting June 1. Basement apart
ment 3 blocks north of Nemzek. $55 a
month, utilities paid. Call 233-7376
between 5-7 p.m.

WANTED
WANTED: New Student Advisors
for the 1975-76 school year. It's an
experience you won't forget. Ap
plications available in the Student
Advisor Office and are due April 4.
Apply now!!!
WANTED: Sony T.C. 630. Serial
number 105216. Call Bruce at 2362265.
WANTED: New Student Advisors
for the 1975-76 school year. It's an
experience you won't forget. Ap
plications available in the Student
Advisor Office and are due April 4.
Apply now!!!
WANTED: All MSC students in
terested in helping to organize an
Outings Club. Please meet in CMU
Room 226 at 9:30 p.m. tonight.
WANTED: New Student Advisors
for the 1975-76 school year. It's an

The Lion in Winter
So. Hwy. 81

237-0022

^Xncma,I
West Acres Center

282-2626

II
West Acres Center

282-2626

^Catewcuj
302 Main Ave.

293-1430

Eve. —7:00-9:30
Sun. Mat. —2:00

Mi

WANTED: Exhibitors for the flea
market. For information call 2369158.

NOTICE: Welcome back to a
Ranger party this Friday at the
Ranger House.
ALL PEOPLE interested in getting
some inter-dorm activities going —
get involved in IRHC. Meeting
Sunday, April 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Nelson-Grantham Lounge.
FREE! Look for your free game of
bowling in this week's Advocate!
MARK RYDBERG would like to
invite all to a public opening of his
senior art show. The opening will be
Tuesday, April 8 at 8 p.m. The show
will run through April 19.

Barbers
235-9442

CMU NIGHT MANAGER positions
available for 1975-76 school year.
Application forms available in Etc.
Shop. Deadline is Wednesday, April
9.

Broadway and NP

SPRING WING DING

'CELEBRATION'
Howdy Pardners
I'm writing all you fraternity dudes and sorority chicks to
help me celebrate Spring. I'm out here at that Village West
Liquor Store at Drugs Inc. in the Village West Shopping
Center, across from West Acres. Me and the boss are having
a big Spring wing ding!
I'm invitin you to spend your booze money with us. We got
this here contest a going. Thru spring quarter, any member
who comes in and buys from our stock with old west prices
will receive credit for your organization. All you have to do is
put the name of your group on the slip. The two groups to go
the furthest over $885.00 by final week or let's say May 15th
will receive suds for the whole gang. First place will be a 16
gallon keg and second will be an 8 gallon keg. Third will be a
case of Old Milwaukee. This will include anything purchased
at Village West Liquors.
You chicks come on out and see if
you can beat them there dudes. We
got hot booze with hot prices and
cold beer at hot prices. Mosey on out
and check us over and compare our
prices. We know our prices are the
lowest but don't take our word for it,
come see for yourself.
We'll let you know every week
who's a closin in on the keg. I'll be a
waiting fer ye!

LET'S GET SOME INTER-DORM
ACTIVITIES GOING! IRHC wants
more members. All interested
people come to our next meeting on
Sunday, April 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Nelson-Grantham Lounge.
THE 2ND ANNUAL Walk for
Friendship sponsored by Amigos de
las Americas is this Saturday (April
5). Sponsor sheets are available on
the bulletin boards in several
campus buildings. Come on, put a
little heart into your sole!

Everything
In Hair Design

VILLAGE WEST LIQUORS
Village West Shopping Center
Across from West Acres
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

FREE! Look for your free game of
bowling in this week's Advocate!

Starts Tomorrow
The Four Musketeers
Eve. —7:00-9:15

ATomato Moon??

"The Groove Tube
See Ad Below

Tomato Moon

Burt Reynolds
The Longest Yard"

2 oz. Georgia Moon
6oz. Tomato Juice
4 drops Tabasco
Sauce
On the rocks is normal
don't sip it...gulp it

Eve. —7:15-9:30

STARTS TOMORROW!
A GREATNEW
Y

Ken Shapiro
Film

Produced and Directed

by Ken Shapiro
• Written by

Ken Shapiro wrm
Lane Sarasohn
A K S Production
A Syn Frank
Enterprises
Presentation
Distributed by
levin Pickman
Film Corporation

'mmioiD -sT-'

Cinema II

West Acres

FRIDAY & SATURDAY IVE. 7:00-8:30-10:00
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY EVE. 7:30-9:15
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES 2:15

Let alittle Georgia Moon shinein your life
In your orange juice...in your tomato juice...or in your hat.
80 Proof, The Johnson Distilling Co., Albany, Ga., © 1974

